


Background

1. Open-Vocabulary Video Instance Segmentation
Def. Open-Vocabulary VIS aims to simultaneously segment, track, and classify objects for 
both training categories and novel categories.



Background

2. Related Work
a. VIS: segment, track and classify object instances from pre-defined training categories.

b. Open-Vocabulary Object Detection: detect objects in images beyond a close vocabulary set

c. Open-World Tracking: segment and track all the objects in videos

d. Open-Vocabulary Segmentation (image): segment objects in images beyond a close vocabulary set
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Method

1. Universal Object Proposal

ℱ: multi-scale feature
𝑄𝐼 : N class-independent learnable object queries
𝑄: object-centric queries 

ℋ𝑚: mask generation head
ℋ𝑂: object score head
𝑓−1 : last layer of ℱ

：dynamic conv
ℋ𝑚 𝑄 : dynamic convolutional kernel for each 
object query
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2. Memory-Induced Tracking

𝑄𝑡

𝑄𝑡: current frame object queries
𝑄𝑡
𝑀: Memory queries

𝑄𝑡
∗: associated object-centric queries after Hungarian algorithm(upon    

inner-product similarity matrix)
𝛼: factor to control the update ratio
𝑠𝑜𝑏𝑗: object score for each queries
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3. Open-Vocabulary Classification

𝑄𝑡
𝑀

ℋ𝑐: classification score head
𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑠: class embeddings
𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡: text embeddings from CLIP Text Encoder

The memory queries 𝑄𝑡
𝑀 aggregate the

object features from all frames weighted by the object score, 
the object features with low confidence are constrained thus
leading to robust video object classification.



Dataset

LV-VIS

The LV-VIS dataset comprises 4,832 real-world videos with a total 
length of 7.8 hours and contains 656,130 pixel-level annotated 
segmentation masks from 1,212 categories. The categories in LV-VIS 
are split into 659 base categories (seen during training) inherited from 
frequent and common categories in LVIS and 553 novel categories 
disjoint with the base categories. 



Experiments
Trained on LVIS



Experiments

Image-level Open-Vocabulary Detection.
By removing the Memory-Induced Tracking module



Experiments

Class-Dependent vs. Class-Independent Queries.



Experiments

Memory Queries.



Experiments

Zero-shot Generalization on VIS Datasets.
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